I hear audio static in the eShop's music

WALUIGI3 19 posts since
Aug 12, 2011
When I get on the eShop, there is something wrong with the music in it. I alot hear an low volume and short statics throughout the music. It's not loud or messing up anything but it is noticable. If I recall correctly, I think it's been there ever since I got the eShop channel. Is there anything I can do to fix this (or is that something only a 3DS update can do)?

DIVER24 423 posts since
Jun 16, 2011 1. Re: I hear audio static in the eShop's music Aug 14, 2011 8:05 PM
I have read around the web that lots of people have this problem, so it's a glitch with the eShop itself. It might get fixed in a future system update.

DPBOX 216 posts since
Mar 27, 2011 2. Re: I hear audio static in the eShop's music Sep 4, 2011 2:21 PM
I can recall reading somewhere like the 3DS manual, a discussion on these forums, or somewhere on Nintendo’s site, I don't know exactly where, but if you have the 3DS's volume below ~30%, you might hear noises like these, such as static, hissing, crashing, etc. This isn't limited to just the eShop, ANYTIME where there's sound on the 3DS this can happen when the volume is below ~30%.

Try turning the volume up if you like to keep it low.